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Akfen Holding In Brief
Operating with a mission of creating value in all segments of business, Akfen Holding is a leading infrastructure
developer contributing to the economic and social development of Turkey by paving the way for the
establishment of new lines of business, thanks to its pioneering investments in areas showing high and
sustainable growth potential in the long term. Established in 1976, Akfen Holding brings its deeprooted
knowledge and experience into sectors in which it specializes, such as airport management and operations,
construction, port operations, marine transportation, water distribution and wastewater services, energy, and
real estate.
In line with its growth plans, Akfen Holding places great emphasis on creating new lines of business, and
takes an active approach in managing its portfolio accordingly. Thanks to its extensive experience in asset
trade, the Company uses the resources obtained through sales to both enter into new sectors and to create
funding for its existing investments.
Group companies continue their trend of rapid organic and inorganic growth, and complement this with
investments funded by the effective use of financing instruments. In this context, the operational advantage
gained through the growth of its subsidiaries also boosts the Company’s profitability.
As in the past, Akfen Holding is committed to carry this vision into the future by developing new lines of
business with new investments, as part of its efforts to create employment and contribute to the development
of Turkey’s economy while creating value to its shareholders.
With an innovative approach and its focus on accountability in all levels of operation, both within the Company
itself and in its subsidiaries, Akfen forms strategic partnerships with the leading names in their respective fields
to bring in outside capital, playing a leading role in the development of the region.
A major factor in Akfen Holding’s success, besides the solid financial structure of the Company and its
subsidiaries, is its strong human capital. In addition to the qualified workforce trained by its well-established
management team, Akfen has been taking part in the social development of Turkey with its focus on social
responsibility for the last 38 years, particularly through its affiliate, TİKAV, alongside its contribution to the
country’s economy.
A reliable business partner for local and international markets thanks to its success in risk management,
dedication and commitment to deliver, Akfen continues its course of strong growth.
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Akfen’in Kilometre Taşları
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Message of the Chairman
Dear Shareholders,
As the impact of global climate change is being felt more every
passing day, the notions of sustainable development, shareholder
participation, corporate social responsibility, and environmental
impact gain significance. At this juncture, it is vital for all of us
to comprehend the importance of our social and environmental
responsibilities for the sake of future generations’ right to life. We
believe that primarily the state, private corporations, NGOs, and
educational institutions should play an active role in implementing
the articles that relate to human rights, environment, worker’s
rights and fight against corruption, as proclaimed in the UN’s
Global Compact, and participate in the infrastructure efforts in this
direction.
In this respect, as Akfen Holding we are proud of having signed the
United Nations Global Compact on July 2, 2002 and becoming the
first Holding in Turkey to have signed it, and we are happy to share
with you our progress report which we prepared in line with the
Global Compact.
We would like to assert again that we will continue to fulfill our
duties and responsibilities, both for the current generation and the
future generations to live in a healthy and peaceful world, within the
scope of corporate responsibility projects and our other activities
which we have put into practice and plan to put into practice.
Akfen Holding is a signatories of Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs), which was brought into being
in cooperation with the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN
Women), UN Global Compact, and Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative-SSE, with the aim of creating
awareness for gender equality and for the empowerment of women in economic life. We would like to state
that we will continue to fulfill our responsibilities in this respect, for the adoption and improvement of the
Principles of Universal Human Rights, of the secular state of law, of freedom of thought, and the sense of
participatory democracy, the ethical and reliable realization of sustainable and long-termed projects that will
contribute to social advancement.

Hamdi Akın
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Global Compact
With the aim of contributing to creating a common culture in the business world around universal principles,
Akfen Holding undersigned United Nations Global Compact on July 2, 2002.
Global Compact is a voluntary initiative that promotes sustainable development and good corporate
citizenship practices, and is a set of universally accepted principles. Based on learning and open to sharing
experiences, this forum is also a network that ensures communication between corporations and other
shareholders. Akfen Holding became the first Holding in Turkey to have undersigned the Global Compact.

10 Principles of Global Compact
Human Rights
Businesses should:
Principle 1: support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights.
Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.
Labor Standards
Businesses should uphold:
Principle 3: the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;
Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor;
Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labor; and
Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in employment and occupation.
Environment
Businesses should:
Principle 7: support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote environmental responsibility; and
Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.
Anti-Corruption
Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.
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About the Report
This report is the annual declarations of Akfen Holding, published for informing its shareholders about its
activities directed at putting into practice the principles of United Nations Global Compact, which Akfen
Holding undersigned on July 2, 2002

Human Rights and Labor Standards
Businesses should adopt and support the proclaimed Universal Declaration of Human Rights and should
abide by the articles of the declaration. Businesses should support the unionization and the freedom of
collective bargaining of employees, and should not participate in forced labor or child labor. Businesses should
respect Human Rights and
Akfen Holding supports and implements all the rules that are included in the declaration of human
rights.
Akfen Holding respects the personal rights of employees;
Akfen Holding does not discriminate language, religion, ethnicity, gender, social class, and respects differences
such as physical impairments and disabilities;
Akfen Holding values and respects the tradition and culture of the village, town, city or country in which it
operates;
Akfen Holding provides equality of opportunities to all its employees;
Akfen Holding ensures the implementation of Human Rights rules, and enforces labor discipline and workplace
rules in case of a breach.

Human Resources Policy of Akfen Holding

As Akfen Holding, the basis of our human resources policy depends on selecting, improving, evaluating and
administering human resources according to contemporary criteria and with the principle of equal opportunity
for all, through matching the requirements of the job with the skills and competence of employees. Human
resources management is obligated to increase the performance of employees and to transform the corporate
targets into personal targets by creating an innovative environment that is open to improvement, and thus to
support the attainment of the Company’s objectives in an effective and efficient way.
Our employee profile is composed of human resources who are open to change and improvement; are highly
motivated for success; believe in team work and team spirit; use time and resources properly; and, have a
high notion of social responsibility.

Organizational Structure

With the aim of maintaining sustainable success and innovativeness, Akfen Holding carries out activities
toward structuring the organization according to the needs of business processes and job definitions of
human resources, and the systematic revision of its organization, improving, extending and ensuring the
sustainability of the target-based and competence-based human resources systems that promote high
performance culture and continuous development.
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Recruitment Process

Akfen Holding is sensitive in recruiting and appointing human resources who create value, are socially
responsible, open to novelties and change, are entrepreneurial and dynamic, and who aim at improving
themselves and their job.

Training Management

Akfen Holding places a great significance on in-house training for our employees from the first day they
join our organization, with the objective of improving their performances and supporting their competence,
personal development and vocational career.

Wage and Personal Rights Management

Akfen Holding ensures the administration of related transactions with governmental agencies with the aim of
providing wage and other personal rights of its employees within the framework of related regulations.
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Kurumsal Sosyal Sorumluluk
Turkish Human Resources Education and Health Foundation (TİKAV)
Turkish Human Resources Education and Health Foundation (TİKAV) was founded
by Akın Family on January 15, 1999 in Ankara to carry out the social responsibility
projects of Akfen Holding. Akfen Holding engages in human investment with its social
responsibility activities with an eye to attaining sustainable success through strategies
that take into account social needs. Employees of Akfen have a high social awareness and contribute to
various social responsibility projects of TİKAV. The foundation carries out the mission of creating a benefit
for the society with social responsibility projects in an effort to raise individuals that adapt to innovations of
the constantlyevolving information age, are respectful towards social and universal values, environmentallyconscious and demonstrate a sense of social responsibility. TİKAV runs projects in various subjects and areas
to serve this mission.

Local Projects:
Personal Development Program

TİKAV launched many projects since its inception and was a trailblazer in Turkey with the Personal
Development Programme (BGP) which has been implemented since 1999. The goal of BGP is to create
equal opportunities for university students with little access to educational, cultural and personal development
activities due to socioeconomic circumstances in particular. To this end, the foundation provides scholarship
to students from freshman year to the senior year to help them enrich their knowledge and skills in various
personal development, foreign language and computer training programs, culture-arts and community service
programs as well as national and international projects, talks and professional programs.
Personal Development Program was first launched in 1999 for the students of Elazığ Fırat University. It was
later applied in Van Yüzüncü Yıl University in 2003, Middle East Technical University, Hacettepe University,
Ankara University and Eskişehir Osmangazi Universities in 2006. In 2009, TİKAV set the goal of providing equal
opportunities in access to educational resources, and focused on universities older than a decade in Eastern
and Southeastern Anatolian Regions. To this end, the foundation launched the project in Elazığ Fırat University,
Van Yüzüncü Yıl University, Şanlıurfa Harran University, Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam University and Erzurum
Atatürk University. Since 2014, the project has been run only for Fırat University students. The project has
reached out to approximately 300 young people since its inception in 1999.
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Projects Carried Out In Cooperation With MIP

TİKAV runs various social responsibility projects in Mersin in partnership with Mersin International Port (MIP),
which were coordinated by TİKAV and financed by MIP.
The aim is to create social benefit by providing the means to whitewash, paint and renovate a school in need,
as determined by the Mersin Provincial Directorate of National Education. Furthermore, educational materials
and furniture needs of the buildings are also financed by the project budget. To this end; in 2012, Mersin
Kazanlı Primary School was renovated as part of the “Colors: Our Common Language” project, Mersin Dikilitaş
Kindergarten was renovated as part of the “We Repair for You to Study” program in 2013 and. Lately in 2014,
Mersin Halil Akgün Primary and Middle School was renovated. The project will continue renovation works in
2015 with Mersin Toroslar Vali Sabahattin Çakmakoğlu Middle School and Mersin Akdeniz Zeki Sabah Primary
School. Meanwhile, the “Disabilities Within” project launched in 2014 aims to propagate the idea that disability
is not a victimhood, to encourage the disabled to participate in social life and to create equal opportunities for
them. The aim has been to raise awareness in individuals with disabled persons in their families. The project
reached out to total of 900 families throughout the year.

International Projects:
The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award-Turkey
On behalf of Akfen Holding, TIKAV supports The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award, a youth development program applied in more than 140 countries
worldwide and available to every young person aged between 14 to 24. The
award program was first launched in the UK under the name Duke of Edinburgh
Award in 1956, supported by Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh himself. The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award aims to spread an awareness of social service based on volunteerism, without a sense of competition.
The program was first carried out in our country in 1995. In 2001, TİKAV was authorized to apply the program
within its organization as independent operator of the International Award for Young People in 2001.
Akfen Holding has supported the program since 2003, becoming its main sponsor between 2003 and 2013
as part of Youth Award Association. As of June 1, 2013, the Award Program has been implemented under the
name “The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award- Türkiye”, represented by TİKAV, National Award Operator,
and run by National Award Committee. The International Award for Young People reached a total of more than
8 million young people so far, with nearly 12,000 of them from Turkey. The program is actively implemented in
55 units, with more than 2,500 young participants.
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Supporting The Universities
Abdullah Gül University Support Foundation

Since 2011, Akfen Holding has contributed to the Abdullah Gül University Support Foundation, committed
to help Abdullah Gül University to attain its stated vision in a short span of time, and there by relieve the
public sector of its heavy burden in the field of education. The Foundation not only supports and rewards
bright students, but also meets the economic, social and cultural needs of the academic and administrative
personnel. Furthermore, the Holding strives to support the university’s physical and technological infrastructure
so as to enhance its education, research and application capabilities.

London School of Economics

The establishment of the Turkish Studies chairs at leading universities around the world is an essential element
of Turkey’s promotional activities abroad. Such professorial chairs are important not only for the promotion of
Turkish history and culture, but also for providing a platform to express Turkey’s point of view and opinions
on current events outside of the country. In this context, a chair for Contemporary Turkish Studies was
established at the London School of Economics, one of the most prestigious academic institutions in the
world, thanks to the efforts of the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Akfen holds a permanent membership on
the Advisory Board, a function fulfilled by Pelin Akın. Akfen is pleased to support such an important project
geared toward promoting Turkey.
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Our Schools
Ülkü Akın Secondary School

The school which is named after Akfen Holding’s Chairman Hamdi Akın’s deceased wife Ülkü Akın who
passed away very young because of a sudden illness, had opened its doors at the beginning of the School
year of 1993-1994, by a protocol signed between the Governor’s Office of Ankara and Hamdi Akın. The
school which is a present of Akfen Holding to the next generation, as an indicator of Akfen Holding’s mission
of contributing to the bright future of Turkey, is transformed into a secondary school in the School year of
2011-2012 as a result of the 4+4+4 education reform of the Ministry of National Education and is continuing
to serve as Ülkü Akın Secondary School. The school has 24 classes, 2 kinder garden classes, 1 laboratory, 1
multi purposed hall and a library and is serving to its 330 students.

Hikmet Akın Secondary School

Hikmet Akın Secondary School opened its doors at the beginning of the 2004-2005 academic year in the
Hamidiye Neighborhood. Chairman of Akfen Holding Mr. Hamdi Akın commissioned the construction of
Hikmet Akın Secondary School in the memory of his mother, the late Mrs. Hikmet Akın. The school provided
educational training under the name Hikmet Akın Elementary School, until the end of the 2012 academic
year when it was transformed into a secondary school following 4+4+4 educational reform of the Ministry
of National Education. The school currently has 355 students. The middle school was built in prefabricated
structure in 2004 and was later transformed into reinforced concrete in with a protocol signed between the
Governorship of Düzce and Akfen Holding. Hikmet Akın Middle School has been in service since September
15, 2014, when the new educational year starts.
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Social Responsibilty
Turkish-English Tatlıdil Forum

Turkish-English Tatlıdil Forum was founded in 2011 in an effort to enlarge political and economic relations
between Turkey and the UK in other areas, primarily business and trade. The Turkish branch of TurkishEnglish Tatlıdil Forum is run by Pelin Akın, member of DEİK (Foreign Economic Relations Board) English
Business Council and member of the Board of Directors of Akfen Holding. Topics ranging from constitution,
energy, health and regional issues were discussed at the fourth annual Tatlıdil Forum held in Istanbul between
November 28 and 30, 2014. More than 120 senior representatives from both countries in business, politics,
academy, media and arts joined the forum. Also present were Turkey’s 11th President Abdullah Gül, Prince
Andrew of the British Royal Family; Jack Straw, former Foreign Secretary of the UK and Ömer Çelik, Minister of
Culture and Tourism. 12th President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan gave a speech at the gala dinner organized under
the scope of the event on November 30, 2014.

Inter-corporate Mentorship Program for More Women in Boards of Directors

As part of our corporate culture, we as Akfen Holding believe in the importance of every task and the value of
each employee. We support the social roles of our women employees particularly with activities addressed to
them, while offering them professional support as career opportunities. Furthermore, Hamdi Akın, Chairman
of the Board of Directors of Akfen Holding, serves as mentor at the ‘Inter- corporate Mentorship Program for
More Women in Boards of Directors’ launched in partnership with Praesta Türkiye and Forbes Türkiye, thereby
offering leadership for women managers in their preparation towards their duties in boards of directors.
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A Friend of AKUT (Search and Rescue Association)

Through donations under the scope of its AKUT Friendship Program, Akfen Holding became a close friend
to AKUT, the first and leading local search and rescue group voluntarily helping out people facing disasters
not only in Turkey but also abroad, wherever it can and solely by its own means; organizing operations saving
1,428 lives in 1,055 incidents of earthquakes, floods, landfalls and in the mountains, seas, route accidents,
naturals disasters since its foundation.

Foreign Economic Relations Board
Foreign Economic Relations Board (DEİK) is in charge of carrying out foreign economic relations of the Turkish
private sector, primarily in foreign trade, international investments, services, contracting and logistics. The
board also engages in looking into national and international investment opportunities, contributing to raising
exports by turkey and coordinating similar business development activities. Founded in 1986, DEİK acquired
a new and consolidated status following Law No. 6552 adopted on September 11, 2014, thereby completely
taking over the responsibility “to carry out the foreign economic relations of the Turkish private sector.” As of
November 2014, DEİK has 99 founding organizations, 120 business councils, nearly 900 member companies,
with approximately 2,000 representatives by member companies within the board.

Europe

In 2014, senior managers of Akfen Holding continued their representation of Turkey in various work groups of
DEİK. Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Akfen Holding Selim Akın served in the Turkish-Russian
Business Council; Pelin Akın, Member of the Board of Directors of Akfen
Holding served in the Turkish-Spanish Business Council and the Turkish-English Business Council while
Mustafa Sani Şener, Member of the Board of Directors of TAV Airports and Chairman of the Executive Board,
served as Chairman of the Turkish-French Business Council of DEİK.

Middle East

Selim Akın, Akfen Holding Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Akfen Holding continued to serve in
the Steering Committee of the Turkish-Iraq Business Council within Foreign Economic Relations Board (DEİK).

Far East

Süha Güçsav, Akfen Holding CEO, is Chairman of the DEİK Turkish-Singapore Business Council. As of
October 2014, was additionally named Turkish Honorary Business Representative of International Enterprise
Singapore (IESingapore), an agency of the Singapore Ministry of Industry and Commerce.
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Non-Governmental Organizations We Are Affiliated With
•

Turkish Industry and Business Association (TÜSİAD)

•

The Center for Public Policy and Democracy Studies (PODEM)

•

Turkish Confederation of Employer Associations (TİSK)

•

DenizTemiz Association (TURMEPA)

•

Corporate Governance Association of Turkey (TKYD)

•

Young Businessmen Association of Turkey (TÜGİAD)

•

Family Business Association of Turkey (TAİDER)

•

Turkish Tourism Investors Association (TYD)

•

Turkish Businesswomen Association (TİKAD)

•

Turkish Enterprise and Business Confederation (TURKONFED)

•

Young Presidents Organization (YPO)

•

B20 Turkey Executive Committee – Infrastructure and Investment Committee

•

World Economic Forum (WEF) – Global Shapers

•

Member of the Governing Board of the Association of Listed Companies’ Executives (KOTEDER)

•

Turkish Investor Relations Association (TÜYİD)

•

Corporate Communication Professionals Association (KİD)

•

Real Estate and Real Estate Investment Trust Association (GYODER)

•

People Management Association of Turkey (PERYÖN)
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Our Sponsorships in 2014
Support to “Infrastructure is GREAT”

Akfen Holding was one of the sponsors of the session titled “Infrastructure is GREAT”, which was organized as
a part of the GREAT campaign by UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) in Istanbul.

EBRD 2014 Annual Meeting and Business Forum

Akfen Holding was among the sponsors of the 2014 Annual Meeting and Business Forum of the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), which was held on 14-15 May 2014 in Warsaw, Poland.

Sailing Team

Akfen Holding supports education, arts and environment as well as the sports and athletes as part of the
society. In this line, for the past three years, Akfen Holding has sponsored Akfen 40 Plus sailing boat which
has achieved success in the races it participated.

TEMA Foundation

Akfen Holding is among the sponsors of the projects of TEMA Foundation (Turkish Foundation for Combating
Soil Erosion, for Reforestation and the Protection of Natural Habitats) which are intended at preserving
environment and natural assets and at rural development.

TURMEPA DenizTemiz Association

Having the mission of making the preservation of the coasts and seas of Turkey a national priority, TURMEPA
continues its activities in the direction of this mission for almost 18 years. Akfen Holding is among the sponsors
of TURMEPA which has achieved to become the most effective non-governmental organization of Turkey with
the projects it has put into practice and in the field of seas and coasts.
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AKFEN HOLDİNG A.Ş.
Headquarters
Koza Sok. No:22,
Gaziosmanpaşa 06700 Ankara / Turkey
T: +90 312 408 10 00
F: +90 312 441 07 82
İstanbul Office
Levent Loft, Büyükdere Cad. No:201, Kat:11,
Levent 34394 İstanbu /Turkey
T: +90 212 319 87 00
F: +90 212 227 23 91
www.akfen.com.tr
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